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INTRODUCTION
Moonlight started out as a shared passion among friends. We 
believe that Binance Smart Chain can be at the forefront of 
cryptocurrency. We’ve been investing since 2016, exploring var-
ious avenues before �nally �nding our home on BSC network.

Moonlight is a team of 10 based in Europe with signi�cant back-
ground in cryptocurrency trading. Our goal is to be the leading 
tools & alerts provider for BSC. Moonlight is a utility token: hold-
ing our token is necessary to have access to our services. This 
creates a loyal base of holders and reduces price volatility. 

Since the exponential growth of Safemoon, many investors 
came into BSC market looking for investment opportunities. We 
wanted to keep our community members ahead of the game, 
and this is why we created Moonlight. 
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DISCLAIMER, NOT FINANCIAL ADVICE
  
Moonlight sends its community members noti�cations based 
on a set of prede�ned parameters. We are not recommending 
or encouraging that any cryptocurrency should be held, 
bought, or sold. You’re the only one responsible for your invest-
ments. Only invest money that you can a�ord to lose, and make 
sure to conduct your due diligence.



TOOLS & ALERTS

Poocoin Promoted Alerts (PPA) is our star product with over 500 users. It was o�cially 
released on April 25th. PPA revolves around the website poocoin.app

Poocoin is the leading chart website for BSC tokens. The exponential growth of BSC 
over the last few months has led to a surge in Pocooin’s audience. One feature in 
particular got our attention: Poocoin's promoted section (Figure 1). This section has 
been made to promote BSC tokens and o�er them exposure to the community. Two 
kinds of promotion are possible on poocoin.app: vetted and unvetted. 

PPA - Poocoin Promoted Alerts

Figure 1: Poocoin.app and their promoted section
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Unvetted: any token can be on the unvetted list by paying 20 BNB.

Vetted: a due-diligence is performed by Poocoin to make sure that there are 
no vulnerabilities in the contract. 

We noticed a signi�cant spike in price the moment a coin was listed on Poocoin 
promoted section. Investing right away seemed to be a very e�cient way to make 
pro�ts. However, this is a race and only the �rst ones will get high returns. This is why 
we created Poocoin Promoted Alerts (PPA): eligible Moonlight holders will get noti�ed 
on Twitter within seconds when a new coin gets promoted on Poocoin. 

To have access to PPA you must hold at least 250 billion Moonlight tokens, and go 
through the veri�cation process on our website: https://moonlighttoken.com/-
form.html



PPA past performances 
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   Figure 2: $CLOWN promoted on Poocoin on May 13th. 
5x in 30 minutes

Figure 3: $WON promoted on Poocoin on April 12th. 
6x in 4 hours



Gecko Listed Alerts (GLA) is our second product. It was released on May 16th. GLA 
revolves around the website coingecko.com 

CoinGecko is the world’s largest independent cryptocurrency data aggregator with 
over 7,000 di�erent cryptoassets tracked across more than 400 exchanges worldwide. 
For any young token, being listed on Coingecko is an amazing achievement. It is also a 
great way to bring in new investors since your token gets to appear on the 400th most 
visited website worldwide. 

Similarly to Poocoin, we noticed a signi�cant spike in price the moment a coin was 
listed on the “Recently Added” section of Coingecko. We created Gecko Listed Alert 
(GLA) with the same idea in mind: keeping our community members ahead of the 
game, and giving them investment opportunities very early on. 

Gecko Listed Alert (GLA) is completely free & accessible to every crypto-enthusiasts. 
We hope that this will help Moonlight gain an even larger audience
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GLA - Gecko Listed Alerts

Figure 4: Coingecko recently added section
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 Figure 5: $CATNIP listed on Coingecko on May 13th. 
5x in 24 hours

Figure 6: $PMON promoted on Poocoin on May 13th. 
3x in 22 hours

GLA past performances
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TOKENOMICS
The total supply of Moonlight Token is 1,000,000,000,000,000 
(1000 trillions)

2% transaction fee redistributed to all existing holders

5% transaction fee going into the LP (auto-generated LP)

That makes a total of 7% fee on every transaction. This will improve securi-
ty by making bot trading on Moonlight impossible and prevent important 
price movements by increasing the liquidity over time. 

93% Executed Transaction

5% Generated LP
2% Reflection

100%



2% transaction fee redistributed to all existing holders

5% transaction fee going into the LP (auto-generated LP)

Reflection

Holders of Moonlight Token earn passive rewards through static re�ec-
tion: 2% transaction fee redistributed to all existing holders. The individual 
rewards are determined by the Moonlight balance of each user and the 
trading volume. Since rewards are distributed on each transaction, more 
volume means more rewards. Combined with our tools, re�ection is an 
important incentive for Moonlight investors to keep their token. 

Automatic Liquidity Pool (LP)

Automatic LP helps to prevent low liquidity and high price impact for sell-
ers and buyers. This function acts as a two-fold bene�cial implementation 
for holders. The contract takes tokens on each transfer and adds them to 
the LP, creating a solid price �oor.
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Swap
We launched Moonlight V1 on April 22nd, and we chose a Standard BEP20 
contract. The amazing traction that we got on our �rst week also made us 
a target. Tradings bots were thriving due to the absence of transaction fee 
and drained our liquidity, slowing down our growth signi�cantly. Having 
low liquidity was also a weakness in the long term and increased price 
volatility. 

This is the reason why we decided to perform a token swap. To make the 
swap as smooth as possible, we decided to reach out to Eoghan,  an origi-
nal developer at Dogecoin. Eoghan carried out all this operation, and 
every single Moonlight holders received his tokens V2. 



Burns

Manual burns are controlled by the Moonlight Team, based on a burn 
map and milestones. The conditions and amounts of manual burns can be 
advertised and tracked with transaction hash on BscScan. On each trade, 
the re�ection increases the number of Moonlight Token in the dead 
address, which generates an indirect automatic burn.

Safety

Moonlight successfully passed TechRate audit. The contract is safe, and 
your money is safe. We had zero doubt, given our contract was coded by 
an original developer at Dogecoin, but we wanted our community to be 
as con�dent as we are. The Audit can be found on our website and Tele-
gram.

TechRate
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